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Why Flavour Tagging?
Measurements of flavour oscillations and time-dependent CP asymmetries: knowledge of B flavour at production time.
Flavour tagging algorithms tag the candidate as B or B̄ (tag decision) with some efficiency and mistag probability.
Same-side (SS) algorithms exploit correlation between flavour of b-hadron and charge of the particle produced in the same hadronisation process.
Opposite-side (OS) algorithms exploit correlation between flavour of b-hadron and charge of particles produced from the other b-hadron in the event.

Tagging Algorithms
Output
Tagging decision: B, B̄, untagged.
Predicted mistag probability: η

Performance
Tagging efficiency:
εtag “

Ntag

Ntag`Nuntag

Tagging power:
εeff “ εtagD

2 “ εtagxp1´ 2ωpηqq
2
y

Non-zero mistag: dilution of time-
dependent CP asymmetries.

Algorithms

Calibration ωpηq needed to provide
unbiased estimate of mistag fraction
for each bin in η:
ω “ Nwrong{pNwrong `Nrightq.

OS taggers (e, µ, K, Vertex Charge) [1]
Mistag estimation from Neural
Networks (NN).

Calibration on self-tagged
B` Ñ J{ψK` data.

Taggers "tag [%] ! [%] "tag(1 � 2!)2 [%]
µ 4.8±0.1 29.9±0.7 0.77±0.07
e 2.2±0.1 33.2±1.1 0.25±0.04
K 11.6±0.1 38.3±0.5 0.63±0.06

Qvtx 15.1±0.1 40.0±0.4 0.60±0.06
OS average (⌘c <0.42) 17.8±0.1 34.6±0.4 1.69±0.10

OS sum of ⌘c bins 27.3±0.2 36.2±0.5 2.07±0.11
c
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Output of each tagger combined in a single tagging decision and mistag.
[1] R. Aaij et al., The LHCb Collaboration. “Opposite-side flavour tagging of B mesons at the LHCb experiment.”, EPJ 72:2022 (2012).

SS Kaon NN [2]
Two NNs trained on simulated
B0
s Ñ D´s π

`:
NN1: signal event selection and efficiency
estimation.
NN2: tagging decision and mistag.

Calibration on data from:
Fit to B0

s Ñ D´s π
` decay time

distribution.
Self-tagged, hadronic
B˚s2p5840q0 Ñ B`K´ (first time).

Performance on B0
s Ñ D´s π

` data:
εtag “ p60.38 ˘ 0.16q%
εeff “ p1.80˘ 0.19pstatq ˘ 0.18psystqq%

Op50%q relative improvement w.r.t previous SS Kaon (w/o NNs).
[2] R. Aaij et al., The LHCb Collaboration. “A new algorithm for identifying the flavour of B0 mesons at LHCb.”, JINST 11 (2016).

SS Pion and Proton BDT (Preliminary)
First implementation of a proton
tagger.

BDTs trained on B0 Ñ D´π` data
for signal selection and mistag/tag
decision estimation.

εeff on B0 Ñ D´π` data:
SSPionBDT: p1.69 ˘ 0.10q%,
relative increase of 60% w.r.t
previous SSPion w/o BDT.
SSProton: p0.53 ˘ 0.05q%

Combination: p2.11 ˘ 0.11q%

Figure 1: (Top) B flavour to track charge correlation for (top) B+ and (bottom) B0 mesons.

Di↵erent charge correlations hold for B+ and B0 and for pions and protons.

oscillated mesons is reduced using only B0 mesons with a decay time shorter than the125

time of the first oscillation (cos D� t = 0), that is t=⇡/2D� = 3.1 ps. Simulation studies126

show that requiring the B0 decay time to be smaller than 2.2 ps 1 retains (66.1 ± 0.9)%127

of the total sample remaining with a sample where (11.1 ± 0.4)% of the candidates have128

oscillated. The presence of residual oscillated mesons in the sample results in a dilution129

of the observed average correlation, but doesn’t prevent the ability to optimize the BDT.130

After the training phase, the performance of the tagger is evaluated in a second step with131

a fit to the time-dependent asymmetry of all B0 candidates.132

The criteria to select the B0! D�⇡+ candidates are reported in detail in Appendix A.133

In order to separate signal from background a fit is performed to the reconstructed mass134

distribution of the B0 candidates and per-event weights are determined with the sPlots135

technique. The mass fit is shown in Appendix A. The weights are used in the training136

phase and in all subsequent stages of the analysis. The number of signal events, estimated137

by the mass fit, is 300 370 ± 674.138

1 this value was optimized in [8]
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B0 Ñ D´π` asymmetry for
SSProton-tagged candidates.

OS Charm [3]
Charmed hadrons from decays of OS
B mesons:
D0 Ñ K´π`, D` Ñ K´π`π`, . . .

Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) to suppress
background and estimate mistag.

Performance on data:
(B` Ñ J{ψK`, B0

s Ñ D´s π
`, . . . ):

εtag « 3.1 ´ 4.1%
εeff « 0.3 ´ 0.4%
εeff of OS combination increased by
absolute « 0.11% with OSCharm.
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Low efficiency compensated by
low average mistag.

[3] R.Aaij et al., The LHCb Collaboration, "B flavour tagging using charm decays at the LHCb experiment", JINST 10 (2015).

Physics results
World best measurements of B0

s

mixing phase φs:
B0

s Ñ J{ψK`K´ [4]
Taggers: OSComb + SSKaonNN.
εeff “ p3.73 ˘ 0.15q%, `0.60%
absolute improvement thanks to
SSKaonNN.
B0

s Ñ D`
s D

´
s [5]

First φs measurement in this mode.
Taggers: OSComb + SSKaonNN.
εeff “

p5.33˘ 0.18pstatq ˘ 0.17psystqq%

sin 2β withB0 Ñ J{ψK0
S [6]

Best measurement at hadron
machines.
Taggers: OSComb, SSPion.
εeff “ p3.02 ˘ 0.05q%, `0.64%
absolute improvement thanks to
SSPion.
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Other analyses using FT:

Mode Tot. εeff

B0
s Ñ J{ψπ`π´ [7] p3.89˘ 0.25q%

B0
s Ñ φφ [8] p3.11˘ 0.18q%

B0
s Ñ D´s K

` [9] p5.07˘ 0.31q%

B0
Ñ Dp˚q´µ`νµX [10] p2.43˘ 0.03q%
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Prospects for Run II and beyond
Taggers optimisation
Op10%q drop of εeff on Run II data: different momentum spectra of tagging
particles, higher primary vertices multiplicity.

Optimisation of taggers on Run II conditions ongoing to obtain same
performance achieved in Run I.

New taggers development
Inclusive tagger based on deep machine learning techniques. Global features
from the entire event, no OS vs SS distinction.

Promising Op few%q absolute improvement of εeff on B` Ñ J{ψ decays.


